We determine the dependence of key inertial confinement fusion (ICF) hot spot properties on the deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel adiabat accomplished by addition of heat to the cold shell. Our main result is to observe that variation of this parameter reduces the simulation to experiment discrepancy in several experimentally inferred quantities. Simulations are continued from capsule only 1D simulations using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ICF code, HYDRA. The continuations employ the high energy density physics (HEDP) University of Chicago code, FLASH, and a hydro only code, FronTier, modified with a radiation equation of state (EOS) model. Hot spot densities, burn-weighted ion temperatures and pressures show a decreasing trend, while the hot spot radius shows an increasing trend in response to added heat to the cold shell. Instantaneous quantities are assessed at the time of maximum neutron production within each simulation.
Introduction


In 2010, the first experiments were conducted at the national ignition facility (NIF) as part of the national ignition campaign (NIC). Neither the preshot design simulations nor the post shot analysis simulations have duplicated the experimental results, leading to investigations into the causes for the discrepancies between experiment and simulation [1] .
In this work, we investigate one possible driver of these discrepancies, the deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel adiabat. An expanded version of this research note will appear elsewhere. All simulations in this work are based off a post shot tuning model [1] that is designed to model experimental shot N120321, taken from the NIC series. This shot, as is typical for this series, has a sequence of shocks (called low foot) whose goal is to produce a low adiabat for the trajectory of the compression.
The higher adiabat, or entropy enhanced simulation [2] , reflecting presumably the influence of hot electrons from the hohlraum, is achieved through a uniform increase in the temperature (adding internal energy at constant density) to the cold DT fuel. The simulations studied here are continuations of a HYDRA [3] capsule only simulation which has reached the time of maximum implosion velocity and has been tuned to model shot N120321 [1] .
Simulation Methodology
As a result of the limited availability of the HYDRA source code, we carry out the study in two different simulation codes, FLASH and FronTier (FT). Thus, a second thrust of this note is to explore alternatives to the simulation code HYDRA. As an example of such alternatives, we cite the Miranda study [4] . FLASH is a University of Chicago high energy density physics (HEDP) Eulerian code [5] . FLASH simulations use a piecewise parabolic method (PPM) for the hydrodynamic motion coupled with a 3T multigroup diffusion radiation model with 60 energy groups, an D DAVID PUBLISHING
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ideal fluid EOS and a Lee-More [6] electron conduction model. FT is a Stony Brook University front-tracking Eulerian hydro code [7, 8] , utilizing a Spitzer temperature dependent thermal conductivity [9, 10] . FT simulations use a one temperature (1T) model and are enhanced with a radiation ideal fluid EOS, following the framework of Lowrie and Morel (2001) [11] . In addition, the contribution from radiation to total pressure is neglected, as during the deceleration phase studied here, radiation pressure is negligible compared to matter pressure.
FLASH and FT simulations are initialized from the HYDRA data at the time of maximum implosion velocity. Density, velocity and pressure (s) (ion, electron and radiation for FLASH, sum of ion, electron and cold pressure for FT) for the DT region of the capsule are exported from HYDRA and used to set the initial conditions and boundary conditions for the resulting FLASH and FT simulations. The continuation simulations are then run through maximum neutron production. Models to redeposit energy from the nuclear burn and alpha heating are not included in these simulations.
Comparison of 1D Simulations
To verify that the use of FLASH and FT will still capture the proper structure of the capsule during the simulations, and especially trends in the hot spot properties, in Fig. 1 , we present the density (left) and ion temperature (right) of the three simulation codes taken at the time of maximum neutron production (determined separately within each simulations) fora generic Rev. 5 design capsule. The FLASH and HYDRA simulations are in qualitatively good agreement, while there are more pronounced differences between these two and FT. We observe that the overall structure of the plots is similar across all three codes. We attribute the differences in FLASH and HYDRA to deficiencies in the opacity, EOS and thermal conduction models for the ICF regime, which we have used in conjunction with FLASH. FT has additional deficiencies in its 1T approach and EOS approximation to radiation. We believe that the use of FLASH and FT for studies of ICF trends and sensitivities to input modification is justified and will not be impacted by these differences. From the point of view of experimental data, the most sensitive aspects of these figures are their description of the hot spot properties. The 1D HYDRA simulations often over predict the inferred hot spot density and temperature compared to NIC experimental data. Fig. 2 repeats this comparison using the HYDRA code with a tuned radiation drive in the HYDRA simulation, to achieve agreement with experimental velocity data. It shows a significant decrease in density, improving over 
Results and Discussion
In Fig. 3 , we show the effects of entropy enhanced simulations on the densities at the time of maximum neutron production. We observe clear trends, present in both the FLASH and FT simulations, towards lower densities in both the hot spot and the cold shell as the cold shell moves to a higher adiabat. In addition, an improved agreement of the hot spot density with the experimentally inferred density is observed. To account for these density trends, we note that added energy in the cold fuel has the effect of introducing less compression, which lowers the hot spot density and increases the hot spot radius.
FLASH and FT have ion temperatures which are high compared to the HYDRA simulation. We attribute these differences to differences in thermal conduction models in FLASH and FT. The ion temperature shows little sensitivity to the addition of preheat. We present in Table 1 the burn weighted ion temperatures comparing simulations and experiment. We see a decreasing trend in temperatures under preheat, towards the experimentally inferred value. The HYDRA simulation presented here has 30 μg of CH mixed into the fuel initially [1] and uses a frequency dependent diffusion source to drive the capsule. These initial conditions for HYDRA may contribute to the lower than experimentally inferred ion temperature values. The burn widths are shown in Table 1 . The burn width or full width half maximum is defined as the time period during which at least 50% of the maximum neutron production rate is observed. These are also sensitive to entropy enhancement. The added entropy flattens out the burn, so that the burn width increases as the entropy increases. This tuning can bring the burn width into good agreement with the experimentally inferred values as evidenced by the FLASH 60 eV simulation.
In Fig. 4 , we compare pressures; this quantity is also sensitive to entropy enhancement and decreases as entropy is increased. While we match the experimental hot spot density, the pressure and ion temperatures are slightly too high compared to experiment.
Conclusions
We summarize our main results as trends observed across the simulations considered here. Hot spot pressure, hot spot density and ion temperature are sensitive to the DT fuel adiabat, decreasing as the adiabat increases. The ion temperature is relatively insensitive. The hot spot radius and the burn width increase with added entropy. Within each simulation model studied, the enhancement of the initial entropy reduces the discrepancy with several experimentally measured quantities. These conclusions suggest that hot spot thermodynamics could be a key in future efforts to achieve agreement between NIF experimental data and simulations. The high foot experiments, which use a high DT fuel adiabat, achieved improved ICF performance [13] and improved agreement with simulations relative to the low foot experiments.
